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I. USING THE DLD

A. Navigating in the DLD

Upon using the DLD for the first time, you enter the homepage, where you can select one of four languages available (English, French, German or Italian), and then choose one out of three query modes suggested: Quick Search, Advanced Search, or a search departing from the Indexes.

Each of these three major sections of the DLD has its own specificities, but all offer the same basic functions on their search screen.

1. The tabs located in the upper part of the screen offer access to the following functions:
   - the tab BREPOLiS will take you to the homepage of Brepolis;
   - the tab All Products is currently not operational;
   - the tabs EN, FR, DE and IT (for English, French, German and Italian, respectively) allow you to change the language in the course of your session;
   - the Home tab serves to return you to the homepage of the DLD;
   - the Settings tab allows you to define two settings: your Default Language and your Default Startup Page (Quick Search or Advanced Search);
   - the Help tab provides access to the manual;
   - by clicking on the Exit tab you will quit the application and return to the Brepolis homepage.

2. The tabs Quick Search, Advanced Search and Indexes, underneath the program’s title banner, allow you to switch from between these search modes whenever you choose to.

3. The input field called Search, which is located in the title banner of the DLD, allows you to perform a query using an approach which is a little different from those offered in the three principal search modes. The way this general search works is explained in the appendix at the end of this manual.

B. Performing a search

1. Quick Search

   a) Search criteria

   The Quick Search always searches through all the dictionaries using one of the following five criteria: Dictionary Headwords, Latin Word-forms, Non-Latin Word-forms, Textual References and Full Text. We should specify that at present, not all of the dictionaries are searchable according all of the criteria available. To make any dictionary searchable according to one of the criteria, the elements in the dictionary susceptible to that criterion must first have been identified and encoded in a special way, and this work is yet to be completed. At present, only a search by Dictionary Headwords is available for all of the dictionary-
ies. For each of the criteria, a detailed account of the current situation is given below, after which the information is summarized in a table.

The dictionaries can be searched:

1. **By Dictionary Headwords**, that is, by Latin words which form the subject of a dictionary’s article. Remember (cf. p. 38) that in Lewis and Short, as well as in the dictionaries of Firminus Verris, the Anonymous of Montpellier and of Guillaume Le Talleur, not only the entries as such, but also all Latin words printed in boldface in the body of the articles have been encoded as dictionary headwords.
   ► *This criterion can be used with all dictionaries.*

2. **By Latin Word-forms** as they appear in the articles (with the exception of the headwords). Example: the word-form *sacramento* appears in 23 articles of the Blaise Patristic, in 11 of the Blaise Medieval, in 1 of the *Dictionarius* of Firminus Verris, and in 2 articles of Guillaume Le Talleur.
   ► *This criterion can be used with the Blaise Patristic, the Souter, the Blaise Medieval, the lexicon of León, the DMLBS, the dictionary of ecclesiastical Latin, Chauvin’s Lexicon Philosophicum, Micraelius’ Lexicon Philosophicum, the Synonymik, the Firminus Verris, the Anonymous of Montpellier, Guillaume Le Talleur and Nebrija.*

3. **By Non-Latin Word-forms**, that is, by every non-Latin word, notably the translation of a headword. Thus, a search for *mystery, mystère* returns 7 hits in Lewis and Short, 36 in the Blaise Patristic, and 12 in the Blaise Medieval. The significance of proceeding this way is that it draws attention to all Latin words that can express the term in question, such as, in the case of the example cited, *aenigma, arcanum, and secretum* in Lewis and Short. Going through the other lemmas reached by the cited words will naturally provide one with new ideas and suggestions.
   ► *This criterion can be used with Lewis and Short, Blaise Patristic, the Souter, the Blaise Medieval, the lexicon of León, the DMLBS, the Lexicon Bohemorum (only for the translations into Czech), the dictionary of ecclesiastical Latin, Chauvin’s Lexicon Philosophicum, Micraelius’ Lexicon Philosophicum, the Synonymik, the Firminus Verris, the Anonymous of Montpellier, Guillaume Le Talleur and Nebrija.*

4. **By Textual References.** This applies to references in their context, i.e. as they are cited in the articles (and not to the CTLO references, of which has been spoken above). With the help of this type of interrogation, it is possible to find all references to an author or a work present in a dictionary, for example, those of the *Confessions* of St. Augustine in the two dictionaries by Albert Blaise (meanwhile realizing, of course, that the same work is not always cited in a uniform manner).
   ► *This criterion can be used with the Blaise Patristic, the Souter, the Blaise Medieval, the lexica of Medieval Latin of Italy and of León, the DMLBS, the Lexicon Bohemorum, Chauvin’s Lexicon Philosophicum, the Synonymik and the Firminus Verris.*
5. By the criterion **Full Text**, i.e. by a query of all elements that can be found in an article, of whichever type, including the dictionary headwords. This type of interrogation is particularly well-suited for terms that have not yet been subjected to a specific identification in one dictionary or another, such as the non-Latin words or the references in Forcellini’s Lexicon. In spite of all this, with the help of this search criterion one can find, for example, the references to the *Aeneid* or the occurrences of the word “source” in this dictionary.

► *This criterion can be used with all dictionaries, with the exception of Lewis and Short and du Cange.*

The following table offers a survey of the current situation regarding the criteria available for the different dictionaries (for the criteria CTLO Headwords and CTLO References, cf. below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>FO</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>SO</th>
<th>BM</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>LE</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>BO</th>
<th>CH</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>KW</th>
<th>SY</th>
<th>FV</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>TA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dictionary Headwords</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin Word-forms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Latin Word-forms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual References</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Text</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLO Lemmas</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLO References</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b) Wildcards and Boolean operators**

One can use **wildcards** for any query: the asterisk ( * ) for denoting any character or string of characters, or the absence of characters, and the question mark ( ? ) to denote a single character whatsoever (and not the absence of a character). These signs can be placed at the beginning, the end or the interior of a word. In addition to their obvious advantages, wildcards allow one to especially take into account peculiarities of spelling in the dictionaries of Firminus Verris, Guillaume Le Talleur and the Anonymous of Montpellier. Thus, if you enter the query *haeretic*?, you will not obtain any results in these works, since *haer* is written *her* there; you should therefore search for h*eretic*.

Additionally, one can use the **Boolean operators** AND, OR and NOT, represented by “+”, “,” and “#” respectively. We wish to point out that in the Quick Search, the operator NOT (“#”) only functions when you exclude one or more elements in relation to one or more others. For example, if you request *pater #deus* in the Full Text field, you will indeed obtain results (viz. the articles containing *pater*, to the exclusion of those that contain both *pater* and *deus*), whereas if your query is *#aug* in the Textual References field, you will not receive the expected response (all articles that do not cite Augustine), but instead you will be shown the following error message: **The system can not parse your query. Perhaps a syntax error occurred. Please verify or rewrite your query.** Queries only containing the NOT operator can however be executed in the Advanced Search mode (cf. p. 46).
Finally, we wish to point out that the target field of a query consists of an entire article in a dictionary and not some kind of subdivision of it, such as the sentence. Consequently, if, for example, you search for the word *spiritus* excluding the expression *spiritus sanctus* – viz. *spiritus # (spiritus sanctus)* - in Full Text mode, you will obtain only the articles containing *spiritus* and not *spiritus sanctus*, and not all occurrences of *spiritus* not followed by *sanctus*. Thus the article *spiritus* in the Blaise Patristic does not occur in your list of results, even though this article not only contains *spiritus sanctus*, but also several instances of *spiritus* not followed by *sanctus*.

c) Greek words

Greek words can be queried in eleven of the dictionaries in the DLD: the two dictionaries by A. Blaise, Forcellini’s *Lexicon* and *Onomasticon*, the lexica of medieval Latin of Italy and of León, the *DMLBS*, the *Lexicon Bohemorum*, the *Kirchenlateinisches Wörterbuch*, Bartal’s *Glossarium*, Chauvin’s *Lexicon Philosophicum*, *Micraelius’ Lexicon Philosophicum* and the *Synonymik*.

In these dictionaries, it is possible to search the Greek words with the help of a keyboard consisting of Greek characters, which can be accessed in the *index* of the Advanced Search mode (cf. p. 51-57). For the two dictionaries of Blaise, the *lexicon* of León, the *DMLBS*, the *Lexicon Bohemorum*, Chauvin’s *Lexicon Philosophicum*, *Micraelius’ Lexicon Philosophicum* and the *Synonymik*, Greek words can be queried in the non-Latin word-forms or in the full text, while for the *Forcellini’s Lexicon* and *Onomasticon*, Souter, the *lexicon* of medieval Latin of Italy, the *Kirchenlateinisches Wörterbuch*, and Bartal’s *Glossarium*, they can be queried in the full text only, since the criterion of the non-Latin word-forms is currently not available for those dictionaries.

The other dictionaries which contain Greek words (for example Lewis and Short) are not searchable according to these criteria.

d) Performing a query

1. The startup screen of the Quick Search mode has a very simple outlook: it consists of a single level, labelled *Search carried out*: this entails, from left to right:
   - a drop-down menu permits you to *select one of the five search criteria*;
   - an input field, in which you can *enter your query*;
   - the *Search* button, which serves to *launch your query*;
   - the *Clear* button.

To launch a query, first a criterion must be chosen, next a query should be entered in the input field.

We wish to emphasize that, at the appropriate places, not only isolated forms, but also expressions can be queried. For example, one can find in the Latin Word-forms of the Blaise Patristic an expression like *intima uentris*, or for instance search for *uidere deum* in the Full Text.

On the other hand, a query can only succeed if the number of responses it generates does not exceed 10,000. If it does (e.g., if you try to query *a* in the field *Dictionary Headwords*), you will receive the following message: *Wildcard expansion results in too many possibilities (> 10.000). Please rewrite your query.*
Select therefore a criterion, for example **Dictionary Headwords**, then enter a search term in the input field, say, *sacrament**, and proceed to click on **Search**.

2. Under the panel **Search carried out** a second panel appears, presenting the number of results obtained per dictionary. Its title bar shows the search term(s) and the selected criterion, preceded by the indication **Results by Dictionary**. This is followed by a list of all dictionaries in the DLD, each one accompanied by the number of matches it contains. If no response was generated for a particular dictionary, its name is printed in grey and it is followed by a zero; in the opposite case, it is printed in red and underlined as it forms a hyperlink. In the example mentioned, the query is only ineffective for Forcellini’s *Onomasticon*. As the query by Dictionary Headwords is valid for all works in the DLD, the absence of results in this case necessarily indicates that Forcellini’s *Onomasticon* does not contain the queried terms. For the other criteria, the fact that a dictionary does not generate a response can also indicate that it is not yet searchable using the selected criterion. It is for this reason that if you query the same word *sacrament* in the Latin Word-forms, for example, you will not obtain any responses from Forcellini’s *Lexicon*, Lewis and Short, Souter, the lexicon of medieval Latin of Italy and Du Cange. On the other hand, the fact that Nebrija’s work doesn’t provide any result really means that it doesn’t contain any Latin word beginning with these letters.

3. Next, click on the dictionary of your choice, for example the Blaise Patriotic. A third panel is shown, which, in the left corner of its title bar, gives the name of the dictionary, the number of results displayed on the current page, and the total number of results (here: 1 - 3 of 3). Below the title zone a list of dictionary entries corresponding with the query is shown. Each screen can display a maximum of 50 responses. If the number of responses exceeds 50, you can navigate through the list of results with the help of the arrow buttons located to the right of the title zone:

- ![Next Screen](image)
- ![Jump Forward Ten Screens](image)
- ![Jump to End of List](image)
- ![Move to Previous Screen](image)
- ![Jump Backward Ten Screens](image)
- ![Return to Start of List](image)

4. Clicking on one of the lemmas, for example *sacramentum*, will open a fourth panel.

In the centre you will find **the relevant article of the dictionary** concerned. For Du Cange and Lewis and Short, a scanned image of one page from the printed book will be shown, with a red arrow pointing to the start of the article.

The panel to its upper left side shows the **CTLO Lemma** that corresponds to the Dictionary Headword in question. If during a search you receive the answer “**Undefined**” here, this means that the Dictionary Headword which you requested
has not yet been linked to a CTLO Lemma. (Remember that presently the notification of the CTLO Lemmas has been realised for the Blaise Patristic and Firmi-
nus Verris, and is underway for the Forcellini’s Lexicon) In the case of sacramen
tum, the CTLO Lemma is identical with the lemma of the Blaise Patristic, but,
as shown above (p. 36-38), this is not always the case. By clicking on the lemma you will gain access to the Index of CTLO Lemmas, where you can con-
tinue your search. The properties of this index will be described in more detail in
a special chapter of this manual (p. 55-56).

The frame on the lower left side gives the list of the CTLO References, i.e.,
all of the references which occur in that article, but in their normalized form as
given by CTLO. These references are cited according to their order of appearance
in the article. Next to each of these you see two icons. A click on the one on the
left ( ) takes you to the Index of CTLO References, which is described further
down (p. 55-57). When you click on the icon on the right ( ), all corresponding references cited in the article will be highlighted by way of yellow shading. As
with the CTLO Lemmas, the message “Undefined” is shown if the references of
the dictionary have not yet been linked to a CTLO Reference (recall that for this
moment, the CTLO References only refer to entries of the Blaise Patristic). This
function is particularly useful for tracing references in a long article.

The frame on the right, “Surrounding Headwords”, displays the environ-
ment of the headword you are interested in, which consists of the four previous
entries and the five next entries in the electronic version of the dictionary con-
cerned. By clicking on one of these entries you will gain access to the article de-
voted to it in the dictionary.

If the article which you are consulting belongs to a dictionary of which the
sublemmas have also been encoded as Dictionary Headwords (Lewis and Short
and the dictionaries of Firmin Le Ver, of Guillaume Le Talleur and of the Anon-
ymous of Montpellier cf. p. 38), a frame labelled Identified Headwords can be
seen underneath the panel Surrounding Headwords, where the headword is cited
as well as all sublemmas of the article in question.

e) Exporting as a PDF or showing it in a new window

Articles from shown on your screen can be exported in the form of a PDF
file, with the exception of the Du Cange or Lewis and Short. To export such an
article, all you have to do is click on the link Export as PDF located to the right
of the title zone of the fourth panel.

Du Cange and Lewis and Short are presented in the form of scanned images
and because of this, the screen displays a page rather than an article from these
works. However, since the screen only shows part of the page, for greater con-
vvenience, it is possible to open a new window showing the page in its entirety. To
do this, click on the link Show scan in new window, which can be found in the
title bar. You can export the page from there.

2. Advanced Search

The Advanced Search offers you more possibilities than the Quick Search.
It allows you:
- to select the dictionary or dictionaries of your choice;
- to perform queries with the help of the CTLO classifications (CTLO Lemmas and CTLO References);
- to combine several search criteria;
- for each of the search criteria, to formulate a query using an index.

The Advanced Search screen presents four panels, labelled respectively:
- Dictionaries
- Search in article
- Search using the CTLO classifications
- Actions

a) Selecting one or more dictionaries

The panel at the left side of your screen offers you a list of all dictionaries in the DLD, which are all marked as selected by default. You can deselect the ones you do not wish to query and subsequently reselect the ones you are interested in, or select all of them by clicking on All; if you wish to query only a small number of dictionaries, click on None, then select the dictionary or dictionaries of your choice.

b) Searching in an article

Combining criteria – using wildcards and Boolean operators

The panel with the name Search in article offers you the same five search criteria also available in the Quick Search, each of these being accompanied by its own input field, allowing you to use them in combination.

In the right corner of this panel’s title field, you will find the icon: dragging your mouse over it will bring up a table summarizing the criteria presently available for each of the dictionaries.

As in the Quick Search, you can use the wildcards “*” and “?” as well as Boolean operators. With the help of Boolean operators, you can determine a logical relationship between:
- the different criteria,
- the different terms which you enter in the same input field.

To create a logical relationship between the criteria, you must use the terms AND, OR and NOT which can be found in the drop-down menu to the left of each criterion. To establish a logical relationship between the terms entered in the same input field you can make use of the signs “+”, “,” and “#”.

Here, by selecting the operator NOT for a given criterion, one can enter a query consisting of an exclusion, i.e. search for all articles that do not contain the indicated word or words. As we have seen, this type of query is not possible with the Quick Search. Here, however, it can be useful. For example, if one is interested in the authors or the works cited in a dictionary, it can be helpful to ask not only in which articles these author(s) or work(s) are cited, but also in which articles they are not.

Examples of the use of the Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT
When combining two criteria:

- **OR for the two criteria** gives the articles that answer to the query entered for the first criterion, or to the query entered for the second criterion, or to both queries.

  Example: the query *anim* in the Dictionary Headwords, with OR, and *spirit* in the Full Text, with OR, results in those articles containing an entry starting with *anim*, those containing words that begin with *spirit*, and those that both have *anim* as a headword and *spirit* in the full text.

- **AND for the two criteria** yields those articles which answer both to the query entered for the first criterion and to the query entered for the second criterion.

  Example: querying *anim* in the Dictionary Headwords using AND and *spirit* in the full text also using AND finds the articles that contain an entry commencing with *anim* and words starting with *spirit*.

- **AND for the first criterion and OR for the second** finds the articles answering only to the first criterion and those responding to both criteria simultaneously.

  Example: querying *anim* in the dictionary entries, with AND, and *spirit* in the Latin word-forms, with OR, will on the one hand find the articles that have an entry starting with *anim* and no Latin word in *spirit* in the text, and on the other hand those that have an entry starting with *anim* and contain words starting with *spirit* (for example, the article *animalis* in the Blaise Patristic).

- **OR for the first criterion and AND for the second** finds the articles that respond either to the second criterion only or those that respond both to the second and to the first criterion.

  Example: the query *anim* in the dictionary entries, with OR, and of *spirit* in the Latin word-forms, with AND, yields either the articles which contain words starting with *spirit*, or the articles which contain Latin words starting with *spirit* and having a headword starting with *anim*.

- **NOT for the first criterion and AND for the second** finds those articles that respond to the second criterion and excludes those that respond to both.

  Example: the query *anim* in the dictionary entries with NOT, and *spirit* in the full text with AND finds articles which contain words that start with *spirit*, excluding those which also have an entry starting with *anim*. Thus you will not find, for example, the articles devoted to *anima* and to *animus* in the Blaise Patristic.

When you have entered your query, you have the possibility to either delete it entirely, with the help of the button **Clear All** located in the panel **Actions**, or to erase from it the criterion or criteria of your choice, by clicking on the **Clear** button located to the right of each input field.

In order to launch your query, click on the button **Search** in the panel **Actions**.

Suppose that you have entered *spirit* in the Dictionary Headwords field and chosen the operator NOT, then repeated the same *spirit*, this time in the Full Text field and with the operator AND, and that all dictionaries were selected with the exception of Forcellini’s Lexicon and Onomasticon.

After you have clicked on Search, the presentation of the results is essentially similar as in the Quick Search, but the software offers you new options and provides additional information.
The **uppermost level of the first screen with results** is divided in two panels. In the left panel, named **Actions**, two buttons allow you either to perform a **New Query**, or to **modify the query**. The right one, bearing the title **Search carried out**, offers you three types of information:

- A **warning** reminding you that not all dictionaries are searchable according to all of the search criteria. This message does not appear if all of the criteria used are compatible with the dictionaries which you have selected. In the present case, the criterion Full Text, which you have used, does not apply to Lewis and Short and Du Cange, both included in the selection.

- A list of the **Selected Dictionaries**.

- Details concerning the **Criteria** of your query. For each of the criteria used, first the Boolean operator chosen (**AND**, **OR** or **NOT**) is mentioned, next the name of the criterion, and finally the query entered in its input field.

In the case of the example given, the panel labelled ‘Search carried out’ contains the following information:

The list of results provides the number of matches per dictionary. As in the case of the Quick Search, the dictionaries which did not respond to the query (“0 results”) are displayed in grey. The dictionaries which have not been selected for the query are also shown in grey, but instead of the number zero, they are followed by the code “/”, allowing you to distinguish them from the selected dictionaries. Here, the code “/” is present for the two dictionaries of Forcellini, while Lewis and Short and Du Cange have a zero because they cannot be queried with the criterion Full Text.

For the rest of the query, you can proceed as with the Quick Search.

**Using the indexes.**

Each criterion has its own index, which you can access by clicking on the **Browse** button located to the right of each input field. Using the browselist allows you to fine-tune your search in order to obtain results which respond to your query in a very specific way.

Click on one of the **Browse** buttons, for instance the one for the **Dictionary Headwords**. A popup window containing a browselist will be opened. In the upper part of this window, two options are available, labelled **Filter Expression** and **Position on** respectively. In the input field with the label **Filter Expression**, you can enter one or more expressions with or without wildcards and/or Boolean operators. The option **Position on** permits you to position yourself on an exact entry within the browselist.

**Using the option Filter Expression.** Type, for example, *eus #*aeus in the input field and then click on **Apply Filter**. You will obtain a list of entries ending in –eus, excluding those ending in –aeus. The results are shown in the window’s central panel. In the title field of this panel, the number of results and the section of the list that is visible on the screen (here: 1 - 100) are specified. Each screenful can display a maximum of 100 responses. The list can be navigated with the help of the arrow buttons located in the right corner of the title bar:
allows you to move to the next screen;
allows you to jump forward ten screens (=1000 results);
allows you to jump to the end of the list;
allows you to move to the previous screen;
allows you to jump backward ten screens (=1000 results);
allows you to return to the start of the list of results.

Now you can consult the list and select the words you are interested in by clicking on them. Each selected word is duplicated in the field Selection below the list. To cancel the procedure and close the window, click on Cancel. To confirm your selection, click on OK. The browselist window is closed and the forms which you have chosen are copied into the field of the search criterion in question. You can now continue your query by proceeding as explained above.

Using the option Position on. To position oneself on a specific entry of the browselist, one must enter a single letter, the beginning of a word or a complete word in the input field. Wildcards and Boolean operators of course do not apply here, not even the asterisk at the end of a truncated form. For example, if you want to go to the first word in the browselist of Latin Word-forms that begins with *sacr-*, you can simply enter *sacr*, then click on Position.

It is possible to use Greek characters in the input field. To do so, first click on the icon that represents a keyboard, located immediately right of the input field. A small panel with the letters of the Greek alphabet will appear. In order to write a form or the beginning of a form in Greek, simply click on the appropriate letters as if you were typing; they are directly copied to the input field.

Comments.
1. The system does not take accents, aspiration or iota subscript into account; σ also serves as a final sigma.
2. The Greek keyboard is available in each of the five broweslists, but, as we have seen (cf. p. 43), the Greek characters can presently only be used in the full text with Forcellini’s Lexicon and Onomasticon, with Souter, the lexicon of medieval Latin of Italy, with the Kirchenlateinisches Wörterbuch and the Glossarium of Bartal, and in the full text or in the non-Latin word-forms with the lexicon of León, the two dictionaries of Blaise, the DMLBS, the Lexicon Bohemorum, Chauvin’s Lexicon Philosophicum, Micraelius’ Lexicon Philosophicum and the Synonymik.

c) Searching with the help of CTLO Classifications

This option enables one to perform a query in the dictionaries by using the CTLO Lemmas and the CTLO References.

The different classifications by CTLO have been explained in the first section of this manual (cf. p. 36-38); even so, we should specify that the index of CLTO Lemmas of the Advanced Search only contains lemmas which have been linked to an entry of a dictionary (the “hyperlemmas”). The complete index itself can be accessed in the Indexes section of the DLD, which forms the subject of the next chapter.

It should also be remembered that presently the CTLO Lemmas apply to the entries of Blaise Patristic and Firminius Verris, and partially to those of For-
celllini’s *Lexicon*, and that the CTLO References at this time have only been linked to the references cited in Blaise’s aforementioned work.

It will be remembered that, in the dictionaries of Lewis and Short, Firminus Verris, the Anonymous of Montpellier and Guillaume Le Talleyr, all Latin words within an article that are printed in boldface have also been tagged as dictionary entries, while the CTLO Lemmas have only been attributed to actual headwords. Thus the same query in Firminus Verris may give different results depending on whether the Dictionary Headwords filter or the CTLO Lemmas filter is used (see the example of *cardiacus* further above).

As previously explained, the query here offers the possibility to find, regardless of their divergences, all Dictionary Headwords that belong to the same lemma, or all references that stem from the same work.

The section of the screen dedicated to the CTLO Classifications is presented in a way very similar to that of the direct queries in the articles. Just like the other search criteria, the CTLO Lemmas and References each have their own input field, accompanied by a dropdown menu allowing one to choose between the three Boolean operators, a link to its browselist, and a **Clear** function. Moreover, they are furnished with a button **Delete Selected**, absent from the other criteria, which will be discussed further below.

The search procedure itself, although very similar to the one we have seen further above, yet differs in certain respects. Thus, it is not possible here to type a query directly in the input field: it is necessary to pass through the browselists first.

By clicking on the link **Browse** for the CTLO Lemmas or References, you get access to the respective browselists, which appear in a popup window. Open, for example, the browselist of the **CTLO Lemmas**. Here also you have a choice between the options **Filter Expression** and **Position on**. Enter the formula *di* in the **Filter** field, then click on **Apply Filter**. The list of results is shown in the central portion of the window, with a maximum of 75 hits per screen. Navigation through the list is done in the usual way, with the arrow keys located in the right corner of the title bar. Click on the lemmas of your choice to select them. Select in this manner the lemmas DIABOLUS, DIABOLICUS and DIABOLOSUS. The selection is copied to the field in the window’s lower panel, not in a horizontal row, but in the form of a vertical list. Manual intervention, whether for adding, deleting or modifying elements, or for changing the Boolean operator, is not possible with this list. If you select several CTLO References or Lemmas, the relation between these References or Lemmas will always be **OR**. Example: if you select two works of Bede the Venerable, you can only query articles which contain either the one or the other, or both; it is not possible to query only the articles that contain both of these.

To cancel or confirm your selection, proceed as with the other browselists (cf. p. 49). If you confirm, the window closes again and the selected lemmas are copied to the relevant field of the search screen of the section Advanced Search, always in the form of a vertical list. At this stage, instead of continuing, you can cancel either your entire selection, by clicking on **Clear**, or part of it, by clicking first on your selection and then on **Delete Selected**. To continue with your query, click on **Search** in the **Actions** panel at the bottom of the screen. From this moment onward, the procedure is identical with the one previously described.
In our example, you will obtain all the articles of Forcellini’s lexicon, the Blaise Patristic and Firminus Verris of which the entry has received one of the three hyperlemmas selected. Regarding Forcellini, the response gives 2 answers, devoted respectively to *diabolicus* and *diabolus*; in the Blaise, you obtain not only the articles on *diabolicus*, *diabolosus* and *diabolus*, but also those that have as their entry *zabolicus* (*zabulicus*), *zabolus* (*zabulus*) and *ziabulus* (*ziabolus*); in Firminus Verris, the relevant headwords are *diabolus* and *zabolus* (with, in each of the articles, several sublemmas in boldface).

Of course you can combine CTLO Lemmas and References in the same query, and/or combine these with the other search criteria.

**Example.** Enter the search formula *ambr* + *uirg* in the field **Filter Expression** in the browselist of **CTLO References** and click on **Apply Filter**. You will obtain three responses: *Ambr. Exh. uirg.*, *Ambr. Virg. and Ambr. Virginit.*, respectively for the *Exhortatio uirginitatis*, *De uirginibus* and *De uirginitate* by Ambrosius, works that are cited by Blaise in his work, each in several different ways. Select these by clicking on them one by one, then click on **OK**. Next enter *uirg* in the fields **Latin Word-forms** and **Non-Latin Word-forms**, choose the Boolean operator **AND** in both cases, then click on **Search**. You will obtain the five articles in Blaise Patristic that simultaneously contain at least one of the three references as well as Latin word-forms and non-Latin word-forms (French, in this case) beginning with *uirg*- (*virg-* for the French words). If, while using the same criteria, you choose the operator **OR** for the **Non-Latin Word-forms**, you will get the 16 articles that contain at least one of the references and the two types of words in *uirg*-,. Note that, since the target field of the query is the article as a whole, the words in *uirg-* in the articles given in the response are not necessarily connected to any of the three references selected. Thus, in the article on *integratas*, the French substantive noun “virginité” comes from Tertullian, and the Latin adjective noun *uirginalis* is found in Augustine.

3. Indexes

The third search mode offered by the DLD is a query by **Index**. These Indexes, four in total, are called **Dictionary Headwords**, **Lemmatised CTLO Wordforms**, **CTLO Lemmas** and **CTLO References**, respectively. It is possible directly to access the LLT-A and the other Latin text databases at Brepolis (LLT-B, ALD, ACLL and eMGH) from the index of **Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms** and **CTLO Lemmas**; on the other hand, for all of the works cited in the Blaise Patristic that are included in the LLT-A, the index **CTLO References** gives access to the Background on the Text aimed at these texts in these databases.

The indexes of CTLO Lemmas and CTLO References can also be accessed via the lists of results of the Quick Search and the Advanced Search.

To gain access to the four Indexes, click on the tab **Indexes** located underneath the title banner of the DLD. In a second series of tabs directly below, you can choose the index you are interested in. By default, upon entering the Indexes section, you will find yourself inside the index of Dictionary Headwords.
a) Dictionary Headwords

This index consists of the lists of words that form the subject of an article in each of the dictionaries. It differs from the browselist of Dictionary Headwords of the Advanced Search mode on two accounts. First, while the latter can be queried for a single dictionary as well as several dictionaries at once, here, on the contrary, the query can only be performed in one dictionary at a time; secondly, the browselist in the Advanced Search mode shows the list of the different forms that constitute the dictionary headwords, whereas that of the Indexes section gives the actual list of headwords. For example, a single tempus occurs in the browselist of headwords of the Dictionarius of Firminus Verris in the Advanced Search, whereas the one in the current section has two, because Firminus Verris has two headwords tempus. Likewise, the index of Dictionary Headwords of Du Cange offered in the Advanced Search only mentions a single entry aqua, whereas the corresponding browselist of the Indexes section cites 44, since 44 articles actually have this word in their entries; there are seven entries AQUA and a number of combinations that contain AQUA and one or more other terms (e.g. AQUA GREGORIANA, AQUA VIVA, AQUA MUSCAT A).

Such an approach can be useful, as it allows one to gain a more accurate understanding of the way in which each of the dictionaries is organized.

The central part of the screen is subdivided into three panels. The left panel, Dictionaries, allows for the selection of a work; the panel with the label Search by dictionary headword contains the available search options; this portion of the screen is identical for each of the four indexes of this section of the program. The panel below it shows the Results.

To select a dictionary, tick its title in the panel Dictionaries (for example the Blaise Patristic).

In the panel Search by dictionary headword you find, as in the browselists of the Advanced Search, the options Position on and Filter Expression, whose functioning has been explained further above (cf. p. 48-49). However, here you have two ways of positioning.

- Click on a letter from the list located next to the label Position on to open the browselist for the group of words beginning with that letter.
- If you wish to further specify the location where you want to open the index, you can enter the first few characters of the queried word in the input field to the right of the text “or on”, then click on Position.

Click for example on the letter M in the alphabet shown. Part of the index is now displayed in the Results panel, of which the first word is the first headword of Blaise’s dictionary beginning with the letter m. In the title bar of this panel, the extract of the index that is shown is specified by the serial numbers of the first and the last entries, followed by the total number of entries of the dictionary consulted. Each screenful can display a maximum of 100 responses. As with the browselist of the Advanced Search, navigation in the list is done by means of the arrow buttons (cf. above, p. 49).

Clicking on the entry of your choice will open a new window presenting the corresponding article of the dictionary, accompanied by a variety of information.

The article is displayed in the panel of the Full Text panel.
The panel labelled **Info** first mentions the entry that is the subject of the article, as well as the name of the dictionary consulted. When applicable, this information is followed by the CTLO Lemma connected with the entry. It functions as a hyperlink which will take you to the relevant location in the index of CTLO Lemmas. Finally, if you click on the link **View** located to the right of the label **Full Information**, you also open the article, but this time it will be surrounded by the same information and search possibilities that are offered in the Results panel of the Quick Search and the Advanced Search (CTLO Lemmas, CTLO References, Surrounding Headwords; cf. above, p. 43 sq.).

**b) Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms**

As has been explained in the first part of this manual (p. 36-38), this index contains all word-forms present in the texts in the LLT-A, as well as in a certain number of other texts, that have been lemmatised by CTLO. Each of these forms is connected to its **lemma** or **lemmas**, and, in addition, the forms can be used to **directly access** the context(s) of the **LLT-A or the other Latin text databases of Brepolis** in which they occur.

Click on the appropriate tab to open this index. The portion of the screen located underneath the tabs is subdivided into three panels, which in turn are split in two levels. In the upper level, the panel labelled **Search by lemmatised CTLO word-form** contains the search options that are available; the lower level, labelled **Results**, will show you the results in two panels: to the left the index is opened at the desired location or the forms selected via the filter, to the right other information, and links.

The search options shown in the part **Search by lemmatised CTLO word-form**, identical for the four indexes of this section in the DLD, have been explained above (p. 49-51).

Suppose that you want to know if any plural forms of *trinitas* have been lemmatised. To this end, enter *trinitat* in the input field next to the words “or on”, and then click on **Position**. The appropriate section of the index appears in the left panel of the **Results** level, the right panel remains empty. In the title bar of this panel, the extract of the index visualized is defined by the serial numbers of the terms shown, followed by the total number of lemmatised forms which form that index. Each screenful can display a maximum of 60 responses. As in the index of the Advanced Search, the list can be navigated by means of the arrowed buttons (cf. above, p. 49).

You find that the index does indeed contain three forms of the plural of *trinitas* (*trinitates, trinitatibus, trinitatum*) Click on the first one, *trinitates*. Other information and search possibilities are shown in the panel to the right. The uppermost part contains the name of the selected form. Below it, the label **CTLO Lemmas** is followed by the CTLO lemma(s) corresponding to the form (here: TRINITAS). The lemma(s) constitute(s) a link, on which you can click in order to position yourself on the appropriate entry of the index of CTLO Lemmas. Finally, under the title **Linked Databases**, the **five Latin text databases of Brepolis are mentioned** (LLT-A, LLT-B, ACLL, ALD, eMGH). By clicking on the link of your choice, you immediately reach the search screen of the corresponding database, and the selected form is automatically copied to the input field of the forms, which allows you, while continuing your query, to consult the passage(s) in which it occurs.
It should not come as a surprise that, more than once, querying a form from the CTLO index in a text database results in zero matches. This either means that it is present in one of the five text databases, but not the one you have selected, or that the form occurring in our analytical lists was taken from a text which is presently not included in the text databases at Brepols. Thus the form *phylosophyae* is attested in LLT-A and in eMGH, but not in ALD, ACLL and LLT-B. A query for the form *abfestucatione* will not generate a single response, because it has been attested in a text not present in any of the five databases.\(^1\)

This index will also be very useful when you try to identify a form which you encountered in LLT-A or in one of the other Latin text databases.

c) **CTLO Lemmas**

What is meant by CTLO Lemmas has been explained further above (p. 36-38). As said, presently these concern Blaise Patristic, the *Dictionarius* of Firmius Verris, and partially the *Lexicon* of Forcellini. Whereas the corresponding index in the Advanced Search only contains the lemmas that are linked to dictionary entries (the “hyperlemmas”), the index presented here contains all the lemmas that correspond to the Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms. For each lemma, you will find the **list of forms to which it has been attributed** thus far; you also have the possibility to **transfer at once all forms linked to a given lemma to the search field of LLT-A and the other Latin text databases of Brepols**, in order to consult the passages where they occur.

Moreover, **each lemma linked to one or more dictionary entries is accompanied by the list of those entries, with a link to the articles concerned.**

To reach this index, click on the tab which bears its name. As in the index of Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms, the portion of the screen located underneath the tabs is divided in three panels, subdivided in two levels. In the upper level, the panel with the label **Search by CTLO lemma** offers you the search options available; the lower level, labelled **Results**, will show the results in two panels: to the left the index, which is opened at the desired entry or the lemmas selected via the filter, to the right other information and links.

To describe the uses for this index, we start with an example once again. Suppose you are interested in the lemma *eleemosyna*. If you are not certain of its orthography, given the fact that this word is encountered in many different spellings, type for example *el*mos?n* in the field **Filter Expression** and click on **Apply Filter**; if you are certain, say, of the beginning but not of the end of the word, and/or if you do not wish to obtain merely the exact answer to your question, but position yourself on the relevant location in the index, enter for example eleemos in the field following the indication “**or on**”, next click on **Position**. The first screenful of results is presented in the same way as that of the index of Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms. If you have used the option Filter Expression, you obtain 5 responses in the left panel of the level **Results**: ELEEMOSYNA, ELEEMOSYN, ELEEMOSYN, ELEEMOSYN, ELEEMOSYN.

---

\(^1\) This form appears in a charter written in the 12th century by abbot Gerard of Ninove and published in J.J. Smet, *Chroniques des Flandres*, II, Brussels, 1837-1865, p. 783 n. 46; this charter has also been included in the database *Thesaurus diplomaticus*, published by the CETEDOC, the Comité national du Dictionnaire du Latin médiéval et la Commission royale d’Histoire (Brepols, 1997).
ELEEMOSYNALIS, ELEEMOSYNARIUS, ELEEMOSYNATOR, ORIS and ELEEMOSYNO, ARE; if you have chosen the option "or on", you obtain, in the same panel, an extract of the index of lemmas beginning with ELEEMOSYNA, from which you can navigate by means of the arrow buttons.

By clicking on the lemma ELEEMOSYNA, you see appear in the right panel, underneath a title bar repeating the name of the lemma, **three types of information**.

First of all, under the title **Appears in articles**, you are introduced to the entry or the entries of dictionaries linked to the lemma, as well as the name of the dictionary concerned, cited in an abridged form and between parentheses; here too are mentioned two entries of the Blaise Patristic: eleemosyna (elemosyna... (BP), et elemosyna (BP). The name of the other dictionaries of which the entries have been lemmatised (or at least partly), namely Forcellini’s *Lexicon* and Firminus Verris, are respectively abridged as (FL) and (FV). If the selected lemma is not linked to any dictionary entry, this zone remains empty. By clicking on one of the entries, you open a window that gives you the dictionary’s **article**, in the same fashion as in the index labelled Dictionary Headwords (cf. above, p. 52-53).

Finally, just as in the index of Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms, the **five Latin text databases of Brepolis** are mentioned under the title **Linked Databases**. By clicking on the name of the database you wish to consult, you are taken directly to its search screen and all the forms of the CTLO index that have received this lemma are at once copied to the input field of the word-forms.

As has been signaled with regard to the Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms, it is possible that certain forms linked to a given CTLO Lemma are not attested in a specific textual database, or are not attested in any of them. It suffices then to delete these forms from the list and repeat the query.

Finally, under the title **Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms**, you see the list of all the forms of the index of CTLO word-forms to which this lemma has been attributed. While lecture of this list is already interesting in itself – especially in cases like this one, where the spelling is so diverse -, each of the forms also constitutes a link which will take you to the index of Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms.

**d) CTLO References**

The meaning of the CTLO References, which are presently available for the Blaise Patristic, has been explained in the first section of this manual (see p. 38). This index is identical to the one appearing in the Advanced Search, but, whereas the latter only offers a linkage with the dictionary articles, the index available here allows you to display, for each text cited that is present in LLT-A, the **Background on the Text** which accompanies it there.

You enter this index by clicking on the appropriate tab. The structure of the screen that appears is identical to that of the search screens of the indexes Lemmatised CTLO Word-forms and CTLO Lemmas, i.e., a level here labelled **Search by CTLO reference**, which contains the search options, and a level labelled **Results**, which will present to you the results in two panels: to the left side, the index opens on the requested entry or the references selected by means of the filter, to the right side, other information and links.
Yet the search options of this index differ from those of the two previous indexes in that they are split into a Short Description and a Long Description. By entering your query using the short description, you search the references in their normalized form by CTLO, that is, in an abridged form. A query using the long description allows you to find a reference starting with each element contained in its complete formulation.

The Short Description, which offers the same search options as the other indexes of this section, can be used when the abbreviation of a certain reference can easily be guessed. Thus, if you are searching for Cicero’s De legibus, you have every chance of obtaining it by entering in the field Filter Expression of the Short Description the query cic* + leg*, and by clicking on Apply Filter. Or, if you want to position yourself on a specific location in the index, for example that of the works of Augustine, you can type aug in the relevant input field of the Short Description, next click on Position. If the query for a reference by means of the Short Description generates no results, it is advisable to re-enter the query in the Long Description, because it may be that some of the terms entered do not occur in the abridged form of the requested reference.

The Long Description, which is used exclusively with a filter, is recommended when you are not sure of the abridgment of a reference, or, as has been said, when a query does not yield any results, or in order to refine your query, if you want to be certain that you have obtained all results corresponding to the query, or to avoid any “noise”.

Examples.
- If you search for Cicero’s Lucullus, the query Cic* + luc* in the field Filter Expression of the Short Description will not generate any responses, because that text has been captured under the name Academica priora siue Lucullus, and the reference, in consequence, has been abridged to Cic. Acad. pr. Contrarily, you will certainly obtain this reference by entering the same query in the field Filter Expression of the Long Description and next clicking on Apply Filter.
- If you wish to retrieve all the sermons cited in the Blaise Patristic (or at least, all the works cited which contain a form of the word sermo in their complete title), and you request serm* in the filter of the Short Description, you will only obtain 15 results, whereas the same query in the Long Description gives you 30. This happens for the reason that, once again, not all of the texts containing a form of sermo in their complete title also contain one (even if abridged) in their CTLO Reference.
- Suppose that you want to consult the articles which cite the Canticle of Canticles and the works that have been devoted to it. For the reasons already expounded, the query cant* cant* in the filter of the Short Description generates no results; when you search for cant* instead, however, the response is not wholly satisfying either. This query will in fact give, in addition to the works actually treating the Canticle of Canticles, some works dealing with other types of canticles, but not those that interest you here; moreover, it does not contain the In Canticum canticorum expositio of Aponius, since that work is simply abridged to Apon. The best way of proceeding is then to search for cant* cant* by means of the Long Description.

When you have launched a query, the results are displayed in the left panel of the Results level. Each screenful can contain a maximum of 20 responses. To navigate through the list, use the arrow buttons. Each reference is first cited ac-
cording to the normalized CTLO form, next in its entirety. (If the complete reference is too long for the space allotted, it is only partly shown, and that fragment is followed by three suspension points). To select a reference, click on it. In the right panel, under a title bar bearing the name of the reference selected, three types of information are offered to you.

First, under the name **Description**, the complete reference of the selected work is shown.

Next comes the **Background on the Text**, followed by a link labelled **Show Background on the Text**, by way of which you can access, in a new window, the Background on the Text concerning this work in LLT-A.

Finally, as in the index of CTLO Lemmas, under the title **Appears in Articles** you see a list of entries of dictionaries that contain the selected reference, followed by the name of the dictionary in abridged form and between parentheses. Again, at present this concerns only the Blaise Patristic (BP). By clicking on the name of an entry, you enter the article, presented in exactly the same form and offering the same possibilities as in the index of Dictionary Headwords and the index of CTLO Lemmas (cf. above).

### 4. General search

The input field labelled **Search** which can be found inside the title banner of the DLD, and which is present on the search screen of the three major subdivisions of the program (Quick Search, Advanced Search, Indexes), permits queries with an approach that is slightly different from those used elsewhere.

At the start of your examination, you cannot select search criteria: the search is **always** applied to the Dictionary Headwords and to the Full Text (except for Lewis and Short and Du Cange, since the latter criterion does not apply to them). You can however use the **wildcards** " * " and " ? " , and the **Boolean operators** " , " (OR), " + " (AND) and " # " (NOT).

To launch a query, enter a search expression in the input field, then click on **Search**.

Let us take as an example **zi***. The first screenful of results that appears is subdivided in twelve panels, one for each dictionary, and shows for each of these the number of responses obtained in the dictionary entries and in the full text (for Lewis and Short and Du Cange, exclusively the Dictionary Headwords).

The significance of this presentation is that it gives an immediate overview of the distribution of responses between the two criteria employed in this type of query, which cannot be done when using the other types of search. We wish to stress, however, that this count does not distinguish between the articles that only respond to the query for either the one or the other criterion and those that respond to both. Thus the numbers given for the Dictionary Headwords not only include the articles that merely respond to the query on the level of their entries (with the example used here, this is notably the case with **zio** in Blaise Patristic), but also those that respond to it both at the level of their entries and at the level of the full text (e.g. **zizania** in the same dictionary). This principle also applies to the numbers provided for the full text. Moreover, since the full text includes the dictionary headwords, the number of responses also includes those articles that only contain the queried form in their entry, and not in their interior (e.g. Blaise’s **zio**).
Consequently, the numbers given for the full text equally concern the articles that only respond to the query on a content level (e.g. the article *cibelinus* in Blaise Medieval), those that respond to it regarding both content and headword (e.g. the two articles *zizania* in the Blaise Patristic) and those that only respond to it on the level of their headwords.

For each dictionary, a label **More...** is located to the right of the two fields with responses.

By clicking on the one that corresponds with the criterion **Dictionary Headwords** for the work of your choice, you enter a second screen with results, which shows you the headwords concerned, followed by an extract of their article comprising two lines at the maximum. If the article is short enough to fit exactly in the space of two lines, the text ends with a full stop; otherwise it ends with three suspension points. Each screenful shows a maximum of 25 responses, but you can switch from one screenful to another by means of the arrow buttons.

At this stage, you still have two ways of conducting your search; you can click on either one of the two links located to the right of the name of each dictionary entry in the list of results, and labelled **Preview** and **All Details**, respectively.

By choosing **Preview**, you open a window which shows you the article in question; you also obtain the same information and links that are provided in a search by **Dictionary Headword**, **CTLO Lemmas** and **CTLO References** in the DLD section **Indexes**.

If you click on **All Details**, the article is presented to you in the same manner as in the screens of the results of the Quick Search and the Advanced Search.

The link **More...**, located next to the criterion **Full Text** of a given work, works essentially in the same way as the link corresponding with the criterion Dictionary Headwords. The only difference is that here the extract shown does not necessarily coincide with the start of the article, but always contains one or more terms which respond to the query, marked by a yellow-coloured background.

Here, too, you can choose between the links **Preview** and **All Details**, whose workings and characteristics are identical to those of the links of the same name for the Dictionary Headwords.